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SUMMARY
The ‘Peak Oil Crisis’ refers to the point in time when the maximum rate of extraction of petroleum is reached, after
which it is expected to enter terminal decline. Although originally predicted to happen between 1985 and 2000, more
efficient use of existing resources, combined with new discoveries, has extended the current estimate to 2020. In
parallel, the ‘Peak Data Crisis’ refers to the point in time at which there is insufficient affordable persistent storage
available for all the copies of the scientific data sets and their derivative products that have been deemed of
importance to researchers in the community. It is well documented that data volumes are growing at a rate that is
faster than exponential, and it is also common for raw data to go through a series of processing levels as the data are
converted into more useful parameters and products. The growing data volumes have driven a move towards larger
more centralized processing through well-managed facilities with data repositories that are co-located with
computational systems. Analysis suggests that an increasing demand in these centralized facilities for storage is coming
from different individual researchers/research groups wanting to reformat/process data into formats and specifications
that are either very specific to their particular use case and/or their chosen application. On these centralized facilities,
multiple copies of petabyte-scale datasets in different formats is becoming untenable and there needs to be a shift
towards internationally agreed community High Performance Data sets that permit users to interactively invoke
different forms of computation. To achieve this individual researchers, or individual research teams, need to join a
growing number of global scientific communities to determine agreed formats and standards that make more effective
use of existing storage and help delay the ‘Peak Data Crisis’ in the era of Data-intensive Science.

EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Until recently, the lack of consistency in data formats, standards and specifications across the Earth and environmental
Science communities has been more an inconvenience, as relevant data had been able to be downloaded from
repositories or physically shipped for analysis on local computational infrastructures. The inconsistencies in file formats
and standards have created specialist roles (often called data wranglers) that have been able to use and translate the
differing formats to suit the bewildering array of packages and end applications. However, as data volumes have grown
exponentially [e.g., 1], the resolution and size of some digital scientific datasets have now reached the point where a
new approach is needed to store and dynamically access the datasets. These growing data volumes have also driven a
move towards larger more centralized processing through well-managed facilities with data repositories that are colocated with computational systems (High Performance Computing (HPC) or cloud) that better enable Data-intensive
Science to be undertaken.
Large volume data collections typically comprise individual datasets from copious numbers of data collection
campaigns, instruments and models collected over many years. To utilize the capability of computational capabilities,
these datasets need to be pre-processed (e.g., calibrated, leveled, geo-located, etc.) and it is common for raw data
collected from instruments to actually go through a series of levels of processing in the data life cycle. For example,
NASA data products are processed at various levels ranging from Level 0 to Level 4, with Level 0 products being raw
data at full instrument resolution whilst at higher levels, the data are converted into more useful parameters and
formats [2]. For usage in High Performance Computing (HPC) environments each of the data levels then need to be
aggregated into High Performance Data (HPD) [3] assets that are designed to enable users to interactively invoke
different forms of computation over these large-scale datasets [4].
In a national and global context some communities are realizing that they need to come to terms with the need to
regularise the datasets including calibrations, projections and coordinate systems, data encoding standards and
formats. To achieve this better uniformity, the current paradigm of translating data formats for the benefit of the
application will need to be reconsidered. Further the cost of storage on these major platforms is such that multiple
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copies of petabyte-scale datasets in different formats is becoming untenable, and before long the looming “Peak Data
Crisis” will mean that those not preparing for the chance will run out of “oil”.
The Earth and environmental science communities have been typically working within their domains to address some of
these problems. However, the richness of the end-user analysis of data means that the issue has to be addressed across
the spectrum of Earth and environmental science data assets. This means that the global scientific community needs to
further determine the agreed formats and standards that will enable different disciplines and research groups to invoke
different forms of computation over agreed data sets.
The astronomy and climate science communities have been doing this within their disciplines for some years. In
Astronomy a common data standards and common data services are now part of the day-to-day operations (Flexible
Image Transport System (FITS) World Coordinate System [5], IVOA data service standards [6]). The Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP) [7] community and the Earth Systems Grid Federation (ESGF) [8] established protocols
for gridded data from century scale models. The ESGF manages the first-ever decentralized database for handling
climate model data, with multiple petabytes of data at dozens of federated sites worldwide. It is recognized as the
leading infrastructure for the management and access of large distributed data volumes for climate change research.
The international Oceans Data Interoperability Platform (ODIP) [9] includes all the major organisations engaged in
ocean data management in EU, US, and Australia and is a global collaborative effort that focuses on enabling the
effective sharing of data across scientific domains and international boundaries through sharing best practice and the
transfer of technology across marine and oceanographic data and data acquisition technologies.
More international community efforts are now required to determine the optimal High Performance Data constructs of
our large volume data sets at each of the various levels of processing. The development of specific large volume data
sets by individuals is no longer tenable. As with the Peak Oil Crisis, a new technology may come along equivalent to the
unconventional hydrocarbon recovery that will further delay the Peak Data Crisis. However, it is hoped that while the
current pressure on data storage exists, it will enable a culture of cooperation on developing internationally compliant
community data platforms on which research groups can then undertake multiple competitive research programs and
thus further the Australian Innovation Agenda [10]. What really is required is the development of Research Community
Platforms that draw on the best of breed of researchers on data, compute and tools, to create agreed collaborative
domain-themed platforms that link between the major infrastructures (compute, data and tools) and drive standards
within, and enable compatibility across, the disciplines, but at the same time, still enable researchers to undertake new
and innovative research methods.
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